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MIS+ | The Capital Campaign for MIS

“… Munich International School (MIS) is able to
offer extraordinary experiences to our students
and community today, only because of the many
parents, grandparents, alumni, current and former
teachers and staff and other friends of the
School who have given so generously right
throughout our 50+ year history.”

Nurturing, challenging and inspiring
MIS students to be future-ready
Rapid change characterises the world into
which our children will enter as adults. They
will need to be ready for a future beyond
our imagination, and to face challenges that
require complex, global and bold responses.
Indeed, 65 % of children in school today will
likely work in jobs that currently do not exist.
Consequently there is the potential for an
increasing relevance gap between what many
students spend their days doing in school and
what will serve them well in a challenging future.
This means that schools must not simply strive
to do the same things that they have always
done better. Instead, effective 21st century
schools must develop new, innovative
approaches, strategies and tools that nurture,
challenge and inspire students to become
adaptable, independent, purposeful, life-long
learners who know how to transform knowledge
into action and to design, coordinate and
engineer solutions to complex problems.
Our Strategic Plan, launched in our 50th
Anniversary year in 2016, takes account of these

evolving trends and aims to equip teachers and
students with the knowledge, tools, resources
and facilities to thrive and excel.
Since 2016, many of the actions arising from
the Strategic Plan have already been achieved
through early, generous financial and in-kind
donations from our parents, faculty, staff and
alumni, as well as groups such as our Parent
Teacher Verein, Sportverein, the Science
Innovation Fund and the MIS Foundation.
Indeed Munich International School (MIS) is
able to offer extraordinary experiences to our
students and community today, only because
of the many parents, grandparents, alumni,
current and former teachers and staff and
other friends of the School who have given
so generously right throughout our 50+ year
history.
The ability to realise the remaining key actions
of our current Strategic Plan for the benefit of
current and future generations of MIS students,
is dependent upon similar generosity.
MIS+: The Capital Campaign for MIS
Artist’s impression of key projects as
part of MIS+
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MIS+ | The Capital Campaign for MIS
Munich International School
will continue to take full
advantage of our 26 acre
campus on an idyllic nature
preserve as part of MIS+

MIS+ The Capital
Campaign for MIS

Fitness & Athletics Complex
Innovation Hub
Makers’ Laboratory

Innovation Grants*

Munich International School is proud to launch its latest Capital Campaign: MIS+.
MIS+ comprises the following four key elements arising from the School’s Strategic Plan
in order to transform the lives of current and future MIS students:
Stage 1
From 2017

Stage 2
From 2018

Stage 3
From 2022

Stage 4
From 2024

Innovation
Grants

Makers’
Laboratory

Fitness & Athletics
Complex

Innovation Hub

Thanks to the generosity of early donors, considerable progress with two of the four elements
has already been made. ‘Innovation Grants’ (for teaching and learning) were launched in 2017,
and a new ‘Makers’ Laboratory’ was opened in September 2018.

“ In total, we are seeking a minimum of
€ 9 million from donors in order to be able to
build both the ‘Fitness & Athletics Complex’
and the ‘Innovation Hub’. ”
4 | Munich International School

* I nnovation Grants have supported new innovative classrooms in Junior School as well as
specific professional development requests from faculty across all three schools.

Planning for the two remaining elements has also been made possible through the generosity of
early donors. A ‘Fitness & Athletics Complex‘ will be opened in July 2022. Following the completion
of the ‘Fitness & Athletics Complex’, a new ‘Innovation Hub’ would then be housed within the
existing structure of our current sports hall and completed in 2024. In total, we are seeking
a minimum of € 9 million from donors in order to be able to build both the ‘Fitness & Athletics
Complex and the ‘Innovation Hub’.
We warmly welcome your support for these initiatives, more details about which can
be found on the pages that follow.

Be part of it now!
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MIS+ | Stage 1 | Launched in 2017

Innovation Grants:
MIS students using
Lego Mindstorm kits
arising from generous
donations to support
teaching and learning

“ Additional
philanthropic
support in the form
of ‘Innovation Grants’
will enable yet more
transformative
teaching and
learning experiences
for MIS students.”

Be part of it now

Innovation Grants
(for teaching and learning)
Our expert and truly caring teachers
continuously advance the world’s leading
curriculum.
Launched in 2017, ‘Innovation Grants’ have
further strengthened the quality of teaching
and learning at Munich International School,
including by helping to attract and retain the
best teaching staff for MIS students.
Current examples include new, leading-edge
classrooms in the Junior School and funding
to support innovations, such as:

• Student Mindfulness Instruction (JS/MS)
• Makeology Summit to promote engaging
and real-world pedagogy
• Language Acquisition Theatre Festival
• Visible Thinking (Harvard Project Zero)
Professional Learning Community
Like the MIS Foundation and the Science
Inspiration Fund, which were both brought
to life through generous contributions by
MIS families, ‘Innovation Grants’ seek to
empower teachers to turn their good ideas
into inspirational student experiences.

• Mathematical Mindsets training for teachers
(Stanford University)
• Human Library Project (ToK)
• Discovery Time (Grade 1)

Innovation
Grants

Innovation Grants:
MIS students enjoying new
innovative classrooms in the
Junior School
6 | Munich International School
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MIS+ | Stage 2 | Opened in September 2018

Makers’ Laboratory
for Middle and Senior School students
opened in September 2018

Makers’ Laboratory
Our facilities encourage inquiry-based,
student-led,
enthusiastic
learning.
Innovative classroom and curriculum design
are also at the heart of MIS’ strategic plan.
In order to further expand opportunities
for students to engage in real-world skills,
like prototyping, coding and computing,
exploring materials and tools, and creating
sophisticated multimedia productions, we
have built ‘makers’ spaces’.

Makers’
Laboratory

to bring advanced tools and materials to their
students in their classrooms. For Middle and
Senior School students we have opened a
500 sqm ‘Makers’ Laboratory’ with specialised
studios for electronics, for materials science, for
bicycle and small appliance repair, for textiles
and fashion, and for audio and video production.
Both new ‘makers’ spaces’ have been made
possible through generous financial and
in–kind donations.

In the Junior School we have a designated room
as well as ‘makers’ carts’ that enable teachers

“ Both new ‘makers’
spaces’ have been
made possible through
generous financial and
in–kind donations.”

Be part of it now

‘MIS Makers’
in action
8 | Munich International School
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MIS+ | Stage 3 | August 2021

Fitness &
Athletics
Complex
Maximising student well-being
balance is another priority for MIS.

Be part of it now
and

Current research on the neurology and
physiology of learning indicates that young
people need physical activity and movement
several times per week, both to keep their bodies
fit, and to support the learning and memorymaking processes of the brain. In order to
increase the amount of movement and physical
exercise in our students’ schedules, as well as
to create facilities that promote participation,
community-building and school spirit, MIS
needs a new Fitness & Athletics Complex.
The new facility will house four gymnasiums
for physical education, a fitness studio, dance
and martial arts spaces, improved changing
facilities, and spectator bleachers. Additionally,
there will be space for the Sportverein and the
Parent Teacher Verein, and the ability to serve as a
whole-school assembly hall with space for up to
1,800 students, faculty, parents and visitors.

12 | Munich International School

Fitness & Athletics
Complex

“ In order to increase the amount of
movement and physical exercise
in our students’ schedules, as well
as to create facilities that promote
participation, community-building
and school spirit, MIS needs a new
Fitness & Athletics Complex.”

The Fitness & Athletics Complex
will hold space for up to 1,800 students,
faculty, parents and visitors
Munich International School | 13

MIS+ | Stage 4 | August 2022

Innovation Hub
Innovation Hub
At MIS, we understand that the future
belongs to those who can innovate, create,
design and lead.
Upon completion of the ‘Fitness & Athletics
Complex’, an ‘Innovation Hub’ would be
housed within the existing structure of our
current sports hall. The ‘Innovation Hub’ would
significantly increase the amount of quiet study
space, as well as facilities and equipment to
support inquiry-based, collaborative learning.

We would increase the current MS/SrS Library
space from around 270 sqm to 800 sqm,
add information and media resources, and
build scalable classrooms that can be sub
divided and expanded. We would install
telecommunications equipment to enable
students to collaborate with students and
partners at other locations. Finally, we would
add informal meeting spaces where students
and community members can book space for
a range of projects and purposes.

Be part of it now
The Innovation Hub
will provide expanded,
collaborative spaces for
teaching and learning
14 | Munich International School

“ The ‘Innovation Hub’ would significantly
increase the amount of quiet study space,
as well as facilities and equipment to
support inquiry-based, collaborative learning.”
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MIS+ | Overview | 2016 – 2024

Timeline
for MIS+

2016

2017

+
MIS

Since 2016, Munich International School
has already begun a range of initiatives to
support innovative learning spaces and
curriculum design that are at the heart of
our current Strategic Plan.
Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of
early donors, the Board was able to make key
planning decisions for the coming years.
Subject to additional planning permits and
further financial support from the community,
the following timeline from May 2019 has
been envisaged:

2024

2018
Be part of it now

LAUNCH OF NEW
STRATEGIC PLAN

Innovation
Grants

• 50th Anniversary celebrations

Makers’
Laboratory

LAUNCH OF
INNOVATION GRANTS

Fitness & Athletics
Complex

(May 2019)

(Stage 1 – launched in 2017)

“ Thanks to the extraordinary
generosity of early donors, the Board
was able to make key planning
decisions for the coming years. ”

LAUNCH OF
+
MIS BE PART OF IT NOW

• D
 esignated makers’ space in Junior
School and makers’ carts available in
classrooms (August 2017)

OPENING OF
MAKERS’ LABORATORY


• L aunch of MIS+ Be Part of it Now:
The Capital Campaign for MIS

• B
 uilding of ‘Fitness & Athletics
Complex’ begins (Fall 2020)

Innovation Hub

(Stage 2 – opened September 2018)

• K ey planning permissions for MIS
Master Plan approved (April 2018)

OPENING OF
FITNESS & ATHLETICS
COMPLEX
(Stage 3 – 2022)
• O
 pening of FAC – July 2022
• Building of ‘Innovation Hub’
begins after completion

OPENING OF
INNOVATION HUB
(Stage 4 – 2024)
• Opening of ‘Innovation Hub’ –
Summer 2024
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MIS+ | Be part of it now | The Capital Campaign for MIS

How to become a proud
MIS+ supporter
We hope that you will join the proud MIS+
supporters who have already given so
generously to the Capital Campaign.
Your gift can be made payable by bank
transfer as per the details below:
Account Name:
Munich International School
Bank Name:
Commerzbank AG
Bank Address:
Promenadeplatz 7, 80273 Munich
IBAN No:
DE30 7008 0000 0454 2800 03
BIC:
DRES DE FF 700
Reference Code (see below):
• Head of School Discretionary Fund
(Reference Code: “HoSDF”)
• Fitness & Athletics Complex
(Reference Code: “FAC”)
• Innovation Hub (Reference Code: “IH”)

We not only hope to realise these exciting
projects for the School as soon as possible,
but to involve as many members of the
community as possible in doing so.
For more information about any of these
projects, or to discuss any other ideas that you
might have for making a transforming gift to
Munich International School, please do not
hesitate to contact our Advancement team:
Phone:
+ 49 8151 366 126/127
E-Mail:
advancement@mis-munich.de
Web:
www.mis-munich.de/giving

All donations are tax deductible in Germany.
Receipts will be issued for donations from €300.
To donate please visit:
www.mis-munich.de/giving/donation
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MIS+: The Capital Campaign for MIS
Artists’ impressions of key projects
as part of MIS+
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